Recension
=========

This book describes the results of a research project (mainly but not exclusively) about the situation of psychoanalytic training. It addresses all readers who are interested in the profession of psychotherapist.

At first, background information relevant to professional policy issues of psychotherapist education is given, especially with regard to differently developing numbers of applicants for recognised methods of psychotherapy (increase of applicants in behaviour therapy training with concurrent decrease in psychoanalytic treatment modalities). After briefly summarizing the results of the research project, the book focuses on the concept of identity, initially approaching it from a general theoretical point of view and ending with an in-depth discussion of the "psychoanalytic identity". Eventually, the notion identity is being conceptualized from the perspective of behaviour therapy.

In the subsequent section, the research project is depicted in more detail. For examining and clarifying the question as to how the increase in candidates for behaviour therapy education opposing the decrease in psychoanalytic techniques can be explained, interviews were conducted with different groups of persons (candidates for training and psychological psychotherapists of both recognised methods of psychotherapy). Precisely, these people were asked to describe how they found their way into the profession of psychotherapist. Of a total of 58 narratives, ten narratives are presented cross-sectionally in the following part of the book. Despite the highly distinct nature of the narratives, the subsequent chapter manages to identify and describe "processes of cristallization on the way to a psychotherapist".

In the final two chapters the authors give a summary of the results and draw a line back to their considerations focusing on identity theory as well as to the reply to their leading question. Finally, they give an "outlook to psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic training against the backdrop of societal change".

By means of this book Michael Koenen and Rupert Martin succeeded in presenting an abundance of information about the psychotherapeutic profession to many groups of readers in a comprehensive way. While being inspiring and well readably written, the book still contains detailled scientific research and own data.

Indeed, the authors' fascination for psychoanalysis becomes evident to the reader, yet without fully losing sight of the other recognised methods of psychotherapy. However, the book is particularly worthwile reading for those who are interested in the education of a medical or psychological psychotherapist in one of the psychoanalytic treatment modalities. The book distinctly portrays the diversity that characterizes the profession of psychotherapist and illustrates how different stages can be passed through despite all differences before making the decision to become a psychotherapist.
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